INTRODUCTION
============

Vortices and topological excitations play a crucial role in our understanding of the universe, recurring in the fields of subatomic particles, quantum fluids, condensed matter, and nonlinear optics and being involved in fluid dynamics and phase transitions ranging up to the cosmologic scale ([@R1]). Space-time could be seen as an analog of a superfluid ([@R2]) and elementary particles as an analog of the excitations of a medium called the quantum vacuum ([@R3]). In this sense, the phase singularities (that is, vortices) of a quantum fluid (for example, of a superfluid) are point-like and quantized quasiparticles. Here, we use a specific experimental "quantum interface": polariton condensates ([@R4]), which are bosonic hybrid light-matter particles consisting of strongly coupled excitons and photons. The ±1 spin components of the excitons couple to different polarization states of light, making the Bose-degenerate polariton gas a spinor condensate. The realization of exciton polariton condensates in semiconductor microcavities ([@R5], [@R6]) has paved the way for a prolific series of studies into quantum hydrodynamics in two-dimensional systems ([@R7]--[@R13]). Microcavity polaritons are particularly advantageous systems for the study of topological excitations in interacting superfluids, thanks to the stronger nonlinearities and peculiar dispersive and dissipative features, with respect to both atomic condensates and nonlinear optics.

Within condensates and quantum fluids, we have to distinguish between two different kinds of vortices: (i) fluctuation-generated vortex-antivortex (V-AV) pairs, as, for example, in the Berezinsky-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition ([@R14], [@R15]). These are vortices that are generated by quantum or thermal fluctuations. They appear only close to the transition, that is, where the condensate density is low and fluctuations dominate. Those are random and would most likely be washed out when averaging over multiple events. (ii) Hydrodynamic or "mean-field" vortices can appear even in a strong condensate with large coherent density due to, for example, an interplay of inhomogenity, finite size, and drive or being directly injected by an external pulse ([@R16]). These vortices are deterministic and are not very sensitive to noise. They are determined by the strong condensate profile, for example, by the interplay of pump and disorder, which is the same between events. Averaging over repeated events does not wash them out. Here, we study the second type, or hydrodynamic vortices.

For the equilibrium spinor polariton fluid, in which the drive and decay processes are ignored, the lowest energy topological excitations have been predicted to be "half-vortices" (HVs) ([@R17], [@R18]). These carry a phase singularity in only one circular polarization, such that in the linear polarization basis, they have a half-integer winding number for both the phase and field direction ([@R19]). Such an excitation is complementary to a "full vortex" (FV), which instead has a singularity in each circular polarization. Even in this simplified equilibrium scenario, the question of whether HVs or FVs are dynamically stable has led to some debate ([@R20]--[@R22]) because of the presence of an inherent transverse electric--transverse magnetic (TE-TM) splitting, which often arises in semiconductor microcavities and couples HVs with opposite spin ([@R17], [@R20]). The issue is even more complicated in a real polariton system, which is always subject to drive and dissipation and is intrinsically out of equilibrium ([@R23]). Indeed, in the case of an incoherently pumped polariton superfluid, in contrast to the equilibrium predictions, it has been theoretically demonstrated ([@R24]) that both FV and HV are dynamically stable in the absence of symmetry breaking between the linear polarization states, whereas in its presence, only FV states are seen to be stable. On the experimental side, the first observation of spontaneous HVs in a polariton condensate was achieved under nonresonant continuous wave excitation ([@R25]), in coexistence with FVs, because of the inhomogeneous polarization splitting. The recent work of Manni *et al.* ([@R26]) shows the splitting of a spontaneously formed linear polarized vortex state (FV) into two circularly polarized vortices (HVs) under nonresonant pulsed excitation. However, also in this case, the formation and motion/pinning of these vortices are caused by strong inhomogeneities and disorder in specific locations of the sample rather than by any fundamental process intrinsic to the fluid. More complex schemes were proposed to generate lattices of many vortices by coherent multiple-spot excitation, as studied by Gorbach *et al.* ([@R27]) and Liew *et al.* ([@R28]) together with the effects of nonlinearities, and experimentally realized by use of a mask-shaped potential ([@R29]), also in the nonresonant case ([@R30]). Other structured optical pump beams were used to induce the creation of a single vortex \[such as the nonresonant chiral polaritonic lenses ([@R31])\] or to directly imprint an annular chain of cowinding vortices \[by shaping a resonant beam with a space light modulator (SLM) ([@R32])\]. In general, the stability of vortex states in polariton condensates remains an open issue of fundamental importance, given that the nature of the elementary excitations is likely to affect the macroscopic properties of the system such as the conditions for the BKT transitions to the superfluid state. In application, hydrodynamic polariton vortices have been proposed also for ultrasensitive gyroscopes ([@R33]) or information processing ([@R34]).

RESULTS
=======

Experimental system
-------------------

Here, we have been able to study the dynamics of HVs and FVs created into a polariton condensate in a variety of initial conditions and in a controlled manner, taking advantage of the versatility of the resonant pumping scheme. Here, we take care to generate the polariton vortex in a specific position on the sample with sufficiently weak disorder that the biasing effects of sample inhomogeneities can be screened out for a wide range of fluid densities.

To shape the phase profile of the incoming laser beam, we use a *q*-plate ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), a patterned liquid crystal retarder recently developed to study laser windings and optical vorticity ([@R35]--[@R37]). Through appropriate optical and electrical tuning, the *q*-plate allows us to transform a Gaussian pulse into either an FV or an HV, according to the simplified schemes shown in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, A and B. One advantage of a *q*-plate over using a typical SLM is evident in the fact that the latter device works for a given linear polarization and two SLMs are needed to create an HV. The simplicity and tunability of our scheme for the resonant generation of a single polariton vortex (which can be studied in its fundamental aspects) is also advantageous over the use of a more complex multiple-spot scheme, where interference only allows for the generation of vortex lattices ([@R28]) (for example, a different system where vortex interactions play a role). In our case, the exciting pulse is sent resonant on the microcavity sample to directly create a polariton fluid carrying either an FV or HV, as shown by the emission maps in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, C and D. Using a time-resolved digital holography ([@R38]--[@R40]) technique for the detection, we measure both the instantaneous amplitude and phase of the polariton condensate ([@R41]) in all its polarization components. Each phase singularity can be digitally tracked to record the evolution of the resonantly created vortices after the initial pulse has gone but before the population has decayed away. The lifetime of the 2D polariton fluid in our microcavity sample ([@R42], [@R43]) kept at 10 K is 10 ps, and we excite it by means of an 80-MHz train of 4-ps laser pulses resonant with the lower polariton energy at 836 nm.

![Generation of optical and polariton FVs and HVs.\
(**A** and **B**) Experimental scheme for creation of optical FV (A) and HV (B) state via a *q*-plate. The disks and helices represent the isophase surfaces for Gaussian and vortex beams, respectively, in the radial regions of larger intensity. Red and yellow refer to the σ~+~ (σ~−~) circular polarizations. (**C** and **D**) Emission density of the polariton fluid at the time of initial generation and the corresponding phase maps.](1500807-F1){#F1}

Dynamics of HV and FV
---------------------

The creation of an HV is shown in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} at different pulse powers. In [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, A and B, the trajectory of the primary vortex (Δ*t* = 5 to 15 ps, δ*t* = 0.5 ps) is superimposed to the amplitude map of the opposite spin (taken at *t* = 15 ps). For both powers, the singularity of the primary HV is seen moving along a circular trajectory around the density maximum of the counterpolarized Gaussian state, keeping itself orbiting during a few tenths of picoseconds. Such curves are better depicted in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, C and D, which are the *xyt* trajectories (Δ*t* = 5 to 40 ps, δ*t* = 0.5 ps) relative to cases in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, A and B, respectively, and in [Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} reporting the angle θ and distance *d* between the primary HV core and the Gaussian center of mass (see also movie S1).

![Evolution of the main singularity upon HV injection.\
(**A** and **B**) Gaussian map together with the core trajectory in the opposite σ, both 15 ps into the evolution, at the power of *P*~1~ = 0.77 mW (A) and *P*~2~ = 1.8 mW (B) (see also movie S1 for power *P*~1~). (**C** and **D**) Complete *xyt* vortex trajectories (time range Δ*t* = 5 to 40 ps, time step δ*t* = 0.5 ps) are shown for *P*~1~ (C) and *P*~2~ (D), with the blue spheres representing the Gaussian centroid and the red ones representing the phase singularity. (**E**) Angle θ and distance *d* between the HV core and the opposite spin centroid represented for three different powers. (**F**) Phase-intensity plot along a vertical cut for *P*~2~ and *t* = 22 ps (arrows follow *y*), higlighting π-jumps in the phase between adjacent maxima (that is, when crossing the dark ring). norm. un., normalized units.](1500807-F2){#F2}

The orbital-like trajectories suggest the presence of interactions between the vortex of σ~+~ polaritons and the opposite σ~−~ density. Such dynamical configuration resembles the metastable rotating vortex state, predicted by Ostrovskaya *et al.* ([@R44]) and Gautam ([@R45]), supported by a harmonic trap, although this effective potential is dynamically modified by the intraspin repulsive forces, for example, by the deformation of the initial Gaussian. Indeed, the nonlinearities induce a breaking of radial symmetry, with the formation of circular ripples in the density. The dark ripple shown in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"} relative to the σ~−~ Gaussian component presents a π-jump in the phase ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), which is a signature of a self-induced ring dark soliton (RDS), considered its nonlinear drive. It is known that RDSs are possible solutions of a 2D fluid with repulsive interactions ([@R42], [@R46], [@R47]). Whereas intraspin interactions in an exciton polariton fluid are repulsive, interspin interactions are supposed to be attractive, with a value set by the microcavity-exciton detuning ([@R48]), and showing a possible inversion of their sign throughout resonance with a biexciton level ([@R49]). A systematic study of the vortex dynamics versus the microcavity detuning goes beyond the fundamental scope of our work. Yet, the displacement of the singularity (density minimum) with respect to the centroid (opposite spin maximum) is consistent with attractive interspin forces. This is the first time that the manifestation of opposite spin interactions in polariton condensates is directly observed through their fluid dynamic effects. We also suppose that attractive interspin forces could have some role in keeping together the twin cores of an FV at large densities, as shown in the following.

In [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, we show the generation of a vortex with winding number *l* = 1 for each circular polarization (that is, an FV) that can then be detected separately. Panels (A) to (C) represent the amplitude maps of one population (σ~+~) at *t* = 20 ps with superposition of the vortex positions \[trajectories for (A) and (B); instant positions for (C)\] for three increasing pulse powers. The evolution of the primary singularities has been shown using 3D plots, that is, *xyt* curves, in panels (D) to (F) corresponding to (A) to (C), respectively. In the linear regime, at which the polariton density is low \[(A) and (D) and movie S2\], the opposite polarization vortices evolve jointly for the first few picoseconds once the pulse has gone. As the density starts to drop, the vortex cores show an increasing separation in space ([Fig. 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, orange), adopting independent trajectories. This suggests that the FV state is not intrinsically unstable, although it may undergo splitting supposedly driven by the sample disorder; this is triggered when the density decreases below a critical value.

![Evolution of the twin singularities upon FV injection.\
(**A** to **C**) σ~+~ density at *t* = 20 ps with superimposed phase singularities for both polarizations, marked by symbols (circle for V, star for AV, and color for spin) (see movies S2 to S4). (**D** to **F**) Trajectories of the primary vortices plotted as 3D curves *xyt* (time range Δ*t* = 5 to 26 ps, time step δ*t* = 0.5 ps) (see movie S5 for *P*~1~). (**G**) Evolution in time of the intercore distance for the three cases of the previous panels. (**H**) Proliferation of secondary pairs (at *t* = 30 ps) upon increasing pump power. The used laser powers are *P*~1--5~ = 0.17, 0.77, 1.8, 3.1, and 4.4 mW, which correspond to an initial excitation of 0.2, 1.0, 1.8, 2.2, and 2.6 × 10^6^ total polaritons, respectively.](1500807-F3){#F3}

At larger polariton densities ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, B and E, and movie S3), at which the disorder is expected to be screened out, the twin singularities of the injected FV move together while the fluid is reshaped under the drive of the nonlinear interactions and the increase of radial flow. Here, they also undergo a spiraling similar to the HV case. The twin cores appear to follow the same initial path (see also [Fig. 3G](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, violet), hence indicating the lack of any intrinsic tendency of the FV state to split. This is confirmed by increasing the polariton density further \[[Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, C, F, and G (cyan)\], where the twin cores remain together for even longer times. Any potential instability of an FV, and the consequent tendency to split into two HVs, is not observed here, different from what was observed by Manni *et al.* ([@R26]), where the splitting after nonresonant pumping was due to marked sample inhomogeneities. On the contrary, our results show that at high densities, for which the internal currents should prevail, there is a strong inclination for the system to keep the FV state together. However, note that the increased density also causes circular density ripples for the ring distribution associated with a vortex, which appear because of nonlinear radial push. This leads to the proliferation of V-AV pairs in both polarizations. In particular, secondary vortices nucleate in the low-density regions of those circular ripples ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, C and H), which additionally disrupt the original vortex core (see also movie S4).

Theoretical modeling
--------------------

To get a better understanding of the experimental vortex dynamics and interactions between the fundamental excitations, we have performed numerical simulations. The theoretical analysis performed by Rubo and collaborators ([@R17]) is based on the minimization of the total energy for an equilibrium polariton condensate of infinite size, that is, where the density profile far from the vortex core is homogeneous. This analysis allows to establish a phase diagram for the stability/instability of different vortex excitations. In contrast, here, we study the dynamics of finite-size FV and HV states and their stability during the dissipative and nonlinear evolution of interacting spinorial components, by dynamical simulations. We consider generalized dissipative Gross-Pitaevskii equations for coupled two-component excitons ψ~±~(*x*,*y*,*t*) and microcavity photon φ~±~(*x*,*y*,*t*) fields$$\begin{matrix}
{\mathit{i}\hslash\frac{\partial\psi_{\pm}}{\partial\mathit{t}} = \left( - \frac{\hslash^{2}}{2\mathit{m}_{\psi}}\nabla^{2} - \mathit{i}\frac{\hslash}{\tau_{\psi}} \right)\psi_{\pm} + \frac{\hslash\Omega_{R}}{2}\phi_{\pm} + \alpha_{1}{|\psi_{\pm}|}^{2}\psi_{\pm} + \alpha_{2}{|\psi_{\mp}|}^{2}\psi_{\pm}} \\
{\mathit{i}\hslash\frac{\partial\phi_{\pm}}{\partial\mathit{t}} = \left( - \frac{\hslash^{2}}{2\mathit{m}_{\phi}}\nabla^{2} - \mathit{i}\frac{\hslash}{\tau_{\phi}} \right)\phi_{\pm} + \frac{\hslash\Omega_{R}}{2}\psi_{\pm} + \mathit{D}(\mathit{x},\mathit{y})\phi_{\pm} + \chi\left( \frac{\partial}{\partial\mathit{x}} \mp \mathit{i}\frac{\partial}{\partial\mathit{y}} \right)^{2}\phi_{\mp} + \mathit{F}_{\pm}} \\
\end{matrix}$$To reproduce the experimental conditions, we introduce a disorder term *D*(*x*,*y*) for the photon field to match the inhomogeneities of the cavity mirror. The potential *D*(*x*,*y*) is a Gaussian correlated potential with an amplitude of strength of 50 μeV and a 1-μm correlation length. Because the effective mass of the excitons, *m*~ψ~, is four to five orders of magnitude greater than that of the microcavity photons, *m*~φ~, we may safely neglect the kinetic energy of the excitons. The parameters in [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} are set to reproduce the experimental conditions, with exciton and photon lifetimes of τ~ψ~ = 1000 ps and τ~φ~ = 5 ps, respectively, a Rabi coupling *ħ*Ω~R~ = 5.4 meV, and the exciton-exciton interaction strength α~1~ = 2 μeV · μm^2^. We take the strength of the interspin exciton interaction to be an order of magnitude weaker than the intraspin interaction ([@R50]), so that α~2~ = −0.1α~1~. The coupling between different polarizations is given by the interspin interaction α~2~ and by the TE-TM splitting term χ. Following Hivet *et al.* ([@R51]), we fix the ratio between the two effective masses $\mathit{m}_{\phi}^{\text{TE}}/\mathit{m}_{\phi}^{\text{TM}}$ to 0.95 to have an intermediate TE-TM splitting$$\chi = \frac{\hslash^{2}}{4}\left( \frac{1}{\mathit{m}_{\phi}^{\text{TE}}} - \frac{1}{\mathit{m}_{\phi}^{\text{TM}}} \right) = 0.026 \times \frac{\hslash^{2}2}{\mathit{m}_{\phi}}$$The initial laser pulse is modeled as a pulsed Laguerre-Gauss *F*~±~$$\mathit{F}_{\pm}(\mathbf{r}) = \mathit{f}_{\pm}\mathit{r}^{|\mathit{l}_{\pm}|}\mathit{e}^{- \frac{\mathit{r}^{2}}{2\sigma_{r}^{2}}}\mathit{e}^{\mathit{i}\mathit{l}_{\pm}\theta}\mathit{e}^{- \frac{{(\mathit{t} - \mathit{t}_{0})}^{2}}{2\sigma_{t}^{2}}}\mathit{e}^{\mathit{i}(\mathbf{k}_{p} \cdot \mathbf{r} - \omega_{p}\mathit{t})}$$where the winding number of the vortex component in the ± polarization is *l*~±~. The strength *f* has been selected to replicate the observed total photon output. The σ~r~ and σ~*t*~ parameters were chosen to have space width and time duration (full width at half maximum) of the pump 20 μm and 4 ps, respectively, in line with the experimental settings. The pump is slowly switched on into the simulation, reaching its maximum at *t*~0~ = 5.5 ps and cut out completely after 5 σ~*t*~ to avoid any unintended phase locking. We follow the dynamics of both FVs and HVs shined resonantly with the lower polariton dispersion at **k**~p~ = 0.

Our simulations show that only in the presence of the disorder term the imprinted vortex excitations undergo an erratic movement, both in the HV and FV configurations. In agreement with the experiments, the separation of the FV into two HVs is observed in the simulations only in the presence of disorder. In [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, A to C, we plot the trajectories for different increasing powers *P*~1--3~. The dissociation is seen at earlier times at low initial density, when the sample disorder potential is expected to play a pivotal role. At larger power, the disorder and splitting are partially screened out, and the main charges move jointly for a longer time. These results are resumed in [Fig. 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and are in a good qualitative agreement with the experimental ones of [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Simulations without disorder show that charges are dynamically stable and immune to any internal splitting. This holds in our simulations even with artificially enlarged α~2~, confirming that any dissociation is an external rather than an intrinsic effect, at least during the polariton lifetime. In other terms, although the thermodynamics would prefer HVs, on the basis of energy minimization ([@R17]), the kinetics are too slow to observe such effect in a real system. To confirm the observations from the mean-field dynamics, for some cases, we have also performed more elaborate Wigner simulations as in the study of Dagvadorj *et al.* ([@R14]), which include fluctuations. However, because our condensate density is large, the Wigner dynamics (with fluctuations) and the mean-field dynamics give comparable results, indicating that the hydrodynamic vortices we study are deterministic, that is, averaging over noise in simulations or over shots in experiments does not wash them out.

![Theoretical trajectories of primary singularities for FV state.\
(**A** to **C**) Three-dimensional (*x*,*y*,*t*) curves simulated at three increasing powers, with time step δ*t* = 0.4 ps in a time span Δ*t* = 0 to 60 ps. (**D**) Evolution of the intercore distance for the three different cases.](1500807-F4){#F4}

Branching and secondary vortices
--------------------------------

In the experiments, as already stated, at large densities both the HV and FV develop concentric ripples, and this is causing generation of secondary vortices. For the HV, this effect is first seen in the initially vortex-free Gaussian component, where the same amount of total polaritons are concentrated in a smaller area than in the vortex counterpart. An exemplificative case of this regime is shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, which reports in the first column the overlapped density maps of the two populations (red and yellow intensity scales) together with the vortices, and in the second column the σ~−~ phase maps. The condensate evolves from the initial time ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), where only the primary core of the HV is present, with the Gaussian developing more marked ripples, generating two V-AV couples ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, B and C), which take positions in a fourfold symmetric structure (see movie S6). This effect is not driven by disorder. It is intrinsic and observed in a very large number of realizations and in different polarizations. Generation of secondary V-AV pairs is also seen in simulations where the disorder term is removed (see [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}), confirming that this effect is not caused by the sample disorder. The branching dynamics and its symmetry can also be clearly seen in the 3D (*xyt*) trajectories of [Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (see also movie S7). The σ~+~ component develops secondary pairs as well ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), but only at a later time (when the total population decreases substantially) and in an external region (where the density drops locally). It is worth noting that at this later stage ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), the primary core of the HV, which was moving around, is seen merging with a secondary vortex of the opposite polarization (but same winding), thus giving rise to the formation of an FV.

![Branching dynamics of an HV polariton condensate.\
(**A** to **D**) Four rows show frames, taken at *t* = 8, 16, 24, and 32 ps, respectively, with densities and vortices in the first column and associated phase maps for σ~−~ in the second column. The initial condensate (orange due to overlap of red and yellow σ~+~ intensity scales) (A) undergoes the formation of concentric ripples (B to D; see also movie S6). (**E**) Spontaneous full V-AV formation with quadrupole symmetry for the initially Gaussian population tracked and represented as (*x*,*y*,*t*) vortex strings with a time step of 0.5 ps in a time span of 5 to 35 ps (see movie S7). An intermediate power (1.8 mW) was used.](1500807-F5){#F5}

The generation of secondary vortices is also seen in case of the FV, as shown in [Fig. 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}, at *P* = 1.8 mW. Panels (A) to (C) represent the joint population and vortices at different time frames, whereas the corresponding phase maps \[(D) to (F)\] are reported only for one polarization. We observe that while the primary FV ([Fig. 6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}) rotates, the fluid undergoes the generation of two V-AV pairs \[(B) and (C)\]. The secondary pairs are created jointly between the spin populations: in other terms, the secondary topological charges are created as FV and antivortex. The σ~+~ and σ~−~ cores of the primary and the secondary FVs move together in an FV configuration for quite a long time. The branching and its partial symmetry can also be seen in the phase maps \[(D) to (F)\] and in the tree structure of [Fig. 6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"} (see movie S8), with the *xyt* trajectories of the vortices. At later times, the central region, initially dark, is partially filled with fluid, and some degree of asymmetry is present between the two polariton distributions. We found that at different densities, localized transient structures with three-, four-, or sixfold symmetries may also arise \[see also ([@R23])\].

![Branching dynamics of an FV polariton condensate.\
(**A** to **C**) Density frames and vortices taken at *t* = 8, 12, and 24 ps, respectively. (**D** to **F**) Corresponding phase maps for just one polarization (σ~−~). The initial condensate \[(A), orange due to overlap of red and yellow σ\] develops concentric ripples (B to D); see also movie S4. (**G**) Spontaneous full V-AV formation tracked as (*x*,*y*,*t*) vortex branches with time step δ*t* = 0.5 ps and time range Δ*t* = 6 to 24 ps (see movie S8), for both the populations. Each secondary HV stays close to its spin counterpart until quite late into the dynamics.](1500807-F6){#F6}

In the simulations, we see the emergence of density ripples (radial symmetry breaking), as observed in the experiment, above certain density (pump power) threshold, with or without the disorder. It is in the very bottom of these ripples, where the density is almost zero, that spontaneous V-AV pairs nucleate. [Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the theoretical evolution of the density maps for the two components of an FV on each column, respectively (see also movie S9). The main difference compared with experiments is that here the secondary couples are generated in different positions for the two polarizations. However, they keep rotating along a direction depending on their winding and not on their spins. We have reason to believe that the direction of circulation could be associated with the winding sign and the direction of the fluid reshaping (that is, contracting or expanding), but the study of such aspects is well beyond the scope of the present work.

![Theoretical FV case without the disorder potential.\
(**A** to **C**) Each row corresponds to a different time: *t* = 8 (A), 24 (B), and 40 ps (C). Left and right columns represent the σ~+~ and σ~−~ densities, respectively, with their phase singularities superimposed, marked by symbols (circle for V, star for AV, and color for spin; see also movie S9).](1500807-F7){#F7}

DISCUSSION
==========

We have used state-of-the-art excitation and ultrafast imaging techniques to investigate the dynamics and branching of quantum vortices set as initial conditions of resonantly created interacting polariton fluids. The dynamics of these topological defects is ruled by the interplay between the nonlinearity and the disorder landscape, which is modified by dissipation over time. Our main conclusion is that, surprisingly, both FV and HV are intrinsically dynamically stable, that is, the topological charges in the two spin components do not split because of intrinsic energy considerations during the lifetime of the polaritons, nor the singularity of an HV is seen to attract an opposite spin counterpart. We observe that the splitting effects can be attributed to the fact that at low density (long time), the fluid streamlines are affected more by the sample landscape, with disorder guiding the displacement of the vortices and eventually separating the cores when a symmetry-breaking term such as anisotropic or TE-TM splitting is at action. At intermediate-density regimes, when sample inhomogeneities are screened out and nonlinear turbulence is moderate, the charges stay together for longer times. It is at even larger densities, when the main charges stay together up to tens of picoseconds, that they are also seen to move in a marked precessing trajectory, both for the HV and FV states. Here, the nonlinearities drive radial flows with the reshaping of the fluid into circular ripples of alternating high- and low-density regions, where secondary vortices nucleate. Such kind of nucleation is systematic and distinct from the proliferation of vortices at very low densities (for example, at long times or in external regions), which are pinned by disorder. This is confirmed by the theoretical simulations performed in a homogeneous landscape---the secondary charges nucleate in pairs of opposite winding in each of the two spin populations, and their evolution is seen as quasi-ordered branching of 3D (2D+*t*) singularity trees. Our observations suggest that quantum phase singularities might be seen as an analog of fundamental particles, whose features can span from quantized events such as pair creation and recombination to vortex strings. Moreover, with both topological states seemingly stable during the typical polariton lifetimes, an interesting question left to be addressed is which excitations are relevant for the Kosterlitz-Thouless--type transition in these systems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

A typical polaritonic sample was used consisting of an AlGaAs 2λ microcavity with three 8-nm In ~0.04~Ga~0.96~As quantum wells in the minima of the cavity field. Two distributed Bragg reflectors embedding the cavity, made of alternated AlAs/GaAs layers, provide an excellent quality factor (*Q* = 12,000), resulting in a lifetime for the (lower) polariton fluid of \~10.5 ps. All the experiments shown here are performed at a temperature of 10 K in a region of the sample clean from defects. We used an 80-MHz train of 4.0-ps laser pulses to resonantly excite the lower polaritons at \~836 nm and normal incidence. The phase shaping of the Gaussian pulse wavefronts is done by means of a *q*-plate device as illustrated in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and described before, to achieve an FV or HV excitation beam. On the detection side, we implemented a state-of-the-art ultrafast imaging, based on the off-axis digital holography ([@R38]--[@R41]). Its principle is to let the sample emission interfere with a delayed and coherent reference beam. This is an expanded copy of the Gaussian excitation beam (that is, before any phase shaping) to provide a reference homogeneous in both its amplitude and phase distributions. The reference is sent to the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with a slight angle of inclination (off-axis) with respect to the polariton emission. The obtained interferograms can be analyzed by using fast Fourier transform, in the reciprocal space, where two main informations appear. A central peak represents the sum of the time-integrated intensities of reference and emission, which can be discarded, and an off-axis modulational term, which depends on their mutual time delay. In substance, digital elaboration in the reciprocal space allows to filter only the information associated with the interference process, hence to bring back to real space the 2D snapshots of both the emission amplitude and phase, at the given time set by the delay. This allows the study of the dynamics of the polariton fluid, with spatial and temporal steps that we chose specifically as 0.16 μm and 0.5 ps, respectively. Each interferogram results from tens of thousands of repeated events because the CCD camera time is set in a range between 0.15 and 1.0 ms. The visibility of the fringes remains stable for values τ~CCD~ \< 1.0 ms, which cuts out the mechanical vibrations of the setup. The laser pulse fluctuations are smaller than the power variations needed to see differences in the dynamics, so that they are not affecting the averaged imaging. Additional details on the technique can be found in the study of Dominici *et al*. ([@R41]) and the supplementary material therein.

Supplementary Material
======================
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Movie S1. HV density map and vortex evolution (corresponding to [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Movies S2 to S4. FV density maps (on a 50 × 50--μm^2^ area) and twin-cores evolution at three powers (corresponding to [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A to C).

Movie S5. FV density plus 3D *xyt* trajectory (corresponding to [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, A and D).

Movie S6. HV density and phase maps (corresponding to [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, A to D).

Movie S7. HV branching dynamics as 3D *xyt* trajectory (corresponding to [Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

Movie S8. FV branching dynamics as 3D *xyt* trajectory (corresponding to [Fig. 6G](#F6){ref-type="fig"}).

Movie S9. FV theoretical density and phase singularities (corresponding to [Fig. 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}).
